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Abstract
Assembly sequence planning is an integral part of a new product and process development. However,
currently there are very few available approaches to evaluate the impact of assembly sequences on product
quality. This paper develops a methodology for Quality-driven Sequence Planning (QISP) with consideration
to product dimensional quality based on the following three steps: (1) Sequence generation for predetermined
line configurations using k-piece mixed-graph representation of assembly; (2) Dimensional quality model of
variation propagation for assembl~yprocesses with compliant parts; and (3) Evaluation of sequences based on
the multivariate process capability index. The methodology is illustrated using an industrial case study.
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1
INTRODUCTION
1.I Motivation
Assembly sequence planning plays a pivotal role in many
production engineering activities such as line configuration
and tooling development. Much of previous research has
investigated assembly sequence planning under the
assumption that parts are manufactured accurately at their
nominal dimensions. However, manufacturing processes
are inherently imprecise. It has been reported that 67-70%
of all design changes in the aerospace and automotive
assembly processes are related to product-dimensional
variations [ I ] [2]. Managing variations is essential to
retaining competitiveness since excessive variations can
directly affect productivity, and ultimately, product quality.
Different sequences will establish different ways of
variation propagation and hence, result in different
variations on the final product. There is an important recent
effort, albeit preliminary, that attempts assembly
sequencing feasibility analysis with toleranced parts [3].
However, like most previous research in sequence
planning it was conducted during detail assembly planning
phase of a new product development process. Potentially,
more gains can be achieved if assembly sequence
planning method is applied at the earliest possible
assembly planning phase. Such early application of
assembly planning, particularly with consideration to
variation management will decrease the need for costly
and time consuming revisions at later product development
phases.
In order to evaluate assembly sequences with criteria of
dimensional quality, it is imperative to have an appropriate
quality model on variation propagation for multi-station
assemblies. For sheet metal assemblies which are widely
used in automotive, aerospace, and household appliance
industries, part flexibility interacts with part fabrication
errors, tooling errors, and part-to-part joint geometry in a
multi-station setting. Shiu et al. [4] developed a beambased product and process model for variation propagation
analysis at early design phase. However, their model was
developed for a single station process.
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Furthermore, to date no method exists to generate
sequences for any predetermined line configuration(s), i.e.,
for any k-ary assembly processes where k or less parts or
subassemblies are assembled at each station in a given
multi-station line configuration. 'Existing methods in
sequence generation operated under the assumption of a
binary assembly process where exactly two parts or
subassemblies are assembled at each station in a multistation line configuration.
The objective of this paper is to develop a methodology for
Quality-driven
Sequence
Planning
(QISP)
with
consideration of assembly line configuration and product
dimensional quality. The developed QISP methodology
allows one to obtain a robust assembly system which is
less sensitive to part and tool variations by selection of
assembly line configurations and sequences at early
product development phases (Table 1).
1.2
Proposed methodology
This paper addresses the aforementioned problems by
developing the QIPS methodology for sequence planning
which: (i) considers product quality, (ii) can be applied at
early product development phase; and (iii) allows to
generate sequences for any line configuration with a
generic k-ary assembly processes.
The QIPS methodology considers selection of assembly
line configuration to obtain a set of robust assembly
systems which are less sensitive to part and tool variations.
The presented QIPS methodology is based on three steps:
(1) Sequence generation approach for all possible line
configurations (Section 2.1). This approach is based on a
new method of sequence generations with any
predetermined assembly line configuration. Here, the kpiece mixed-graph is utilized to locate all feasible
subassemblies at each station. This expands the current
approaches applicable only for binary assembly processes
(wherein two parts or subassemblies are joined at any
station) to k-ary assembly processes (where k parts or
subassemblies are joined at any station, and k can be any
integer).

(2) Dimensional quality represented as product variation
propagation is modeled using beam-based model (Section
2.2). The development of beam-based multi-station model
offers an opportunity to advance sequence planning at
early phases of assembly planning. The developed beambased model allows the advantage of modeling variation
propagation in multi-station assembly processes in which
part flexibility interacts with part fabrication errors, tooling
errors, and part-to-part joint geometry. In addition, it makes
the modeling procedure computationally efficient which
makes it applicable in sequence planning. The model
integrates available product and process information

based on extracted common attributes, key product
characteristics and key control characteristics.
(3) Evaluation of assembly sequences and line
configurations using the multivariate process capability
index MCp. The QIPS methodology allows the evaluation
of assembly sequences which further leads to the
evaluation of assembly line configurations using product
dimensional quality as criteria. Here assembly sequence
evaluation is represented as a discrete optimization
problem. An evaluation index,

oj , is developed to achieve

the best sequence(s) for a given fixture locating schemes.

Process design phase
Detail assembly planning

Early assembly planning
evaluation criteria
i a r d constraints:
Part and tool accessibility, part
stability ([5] [6],
etc.)
Currently used criteria
Soodness measure indices:
(Assume that parts and tooling are D F h s e d measures such as min
at their nominal dimensions)
number of re-fixturing and reorientation, max. parallelism.
([71 181, etc.1

lard constraints:
Part and tool accessibility, part stability (191
[ I 01, etc.)
;oodness measure indices:
Min. overall cost, line balancing, min. fixture
complexity, max. part stability, and other
D F h s e d measures such as ease of
assembly, grouping of similar tasks, etc.
(1101 [ I 1I[I
21, etc.)

,
Dimensional Quality
(Consider that parts and tooling
have dimensional variations)

i a r d constraints:
No published research
(Soodness measure indices:
Max. quality ([To be presented i n
this paper])

lard constraints:
Part-to-part interference ([3]).
;oodness measure indices:
No published research

Table 1: Position of the presented research in the literature of assembly sequence planning.
2
QUALITY-DRIVEN
ASSEMBLY
SEQUENCE
PLANNING
2.1 Sequence generation for assembly line
configuration
In this section, a new method is presented to generate all
possible sequences with any predetermined assembly line
configuration. The method of k-piece mixed-graph is
utilized to locate all feasible subassemblies at each station.
The sequence generation method is based on four iterative
steps:
Step I: At station i, develop Datum Flow Chain (DFC), Mi,
for the assembly, where a vertex represents a discrete
assembly component (part or subassembly) and an edge
represents relationship between two components if they
have [13]. A directed edge represents the locating
relationship between two components. The DFC graph of
side aperture of a Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV) is shown in
Figure 1.
6"'
vl - Panel rocker
v2 - A-pillar + roof side

Step II: Develop k-piece mixed-graph, ck1(Mi)
representation of the assembly at station i, where a source
vertex represents a possible k-ary subassembly. The kpiece mixed-graph is generated from the DFC, Ad, as
follows: vertex set consists of all induced connected kvertex subgraphs of M

';

two vertices of & ( M i ) are

adjacent in & ( M i ) if subgraph intersection is a
connected (k-I )-vertex subgraph.
The k-piece mixed-graph generalizes the DFC
representation to include all possible k-ary assemblies.
Figure 2 shows an example of k-piece mixed-graph for the
side aperture assembly.

v3 - Rear quarter panel
v4 - B-pillar
Figure 2: Illustration of generating k-piece mixed-graph
from the DFC of the side aperture
Step Ill: Sel'e'ct .a feasible subassembly by selecting a

(a) Side aperture assembly (b) The DFepresentation
Figure 1: Side aperture assembly.

vertex in c 4 ( M i ) for a given k , e.g., vertex v1,4 in Figure
3. All vertices for a given ki represent all possible
sequences of k-ary assemblies at station i. For example,
(v1v4),(v1v2),(v1v3), and ( ~ 2 ~for
3 ) kl=2 shown in Figure 3.
Step IV: Repeat steps I, II, and Ill for station (i+l ).
The above four steps are used iteratively to generate all
sequences at each station.
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k l parts
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to-part joints called Joint Location Points (JLPs). Each PLP
is mathematically modeled by Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z)
and direction of constraint (d). Each JLP, which consists
two points and vectors, is mathematically modeled by
Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z), direction of joining operation
(p) and kinematic characteristic of joining operation (e).
Parts: {VI, VZ,.... ~ m )
vj = {{Beamhi, {KPC)Vj,{KCC)vj)
Beam = {E, I,, Iz,A, PO,PI)
KPC = {Measurement point)={(x, y, z))
KCC = {{PLP), {J LP))
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Figure 3: Illustration of subassembly selection for a multistation setting based on the method of k-piece mixed-graph.
2.2

Beam-based quality model for variation
propagation
Evaluation of assembly sequence with criteria for
dimensional quality requires an appropriate quality model
on variation propagation. Product quality is characterized
by a group of features that could greatly affect the
designed functionality and the level of customer
satisfaction. In automotive or aerospace industries, these
critical features are known as KPCs (Key Product
Characteristics). The fixture locator layout and part-to-part
joints, the determining factors in achieving the required
dimensional accuracy of the KPCs, are known as KCCs
(Key Control Characteristics).
As case in point, a beam-based modeling of variation
propagation is presented for multi-station compliant
structure assembly processes which can be used at an
early design phase for the automotive body assembly. A
generic description of the automotive body assembly
process was presented in [I41 [15]. The beam-based
model of the assembly is represented in Equation (1) and
illustrated in Figure 4 using the example of the automotive
side aperture assembly. Each part vj is represented as
beams with defined material (Young's modulus, E) and
geometry (moment of inertia I, and lz, cross section A,
starting node POand ending node PI). Additionally, each
part is associated with KPCs used for padproduct
dimensional evaluation and KCCs which represents fixture
locators called Principal Locating Points (PLPs) and part-

KCC

Joint Location
Point

JLP2

I

V1

=2: position-controlledjoining

=3: seam-filled joining

Figure 4: Illustration of modeling of the side aperture
assembly.
Tolerance analysis is conducted with the assumption that
deviations at the KCC points are normally distributed and
all tolerance limits correspond to their 60 values. A number
theory-based technique (NT-net) [I61 is used to obtain the
estimated process mean shifts,
, and the estimated
, of the KPCs. The functional
covariance matrix,
relationship between KPCs and KCCs used in simulations
is shown in Equation (2).

where, AKcc is the input variance matrix of the
independent KCCs, and
shifts of the KCCs.

AxKCC is

the vector of mean

2.3

Quality-driven evaluation of assembly sequences
and line configurations
A robust assembly system which is less sensitive to input
variations can be obtained at early phases of a new
product development through the selection of assembly
line configurations and sequences.
The final evaluation of the assembly can be done by
evaluating means and variances of the KPCs for given
input variations of the KCCs. Different assembly
sequences and line configurations affect the relations
between KCCs and KPCs in terms of variations and mean
shifts. The functional relationship between KPCs and
KCCs for a given sequence j is represented in Equation (3).

All sequences J for all the line configurations are
generated using the k-piece mixed-graph method
presented in Section 2.1. Quality-driven evaluation of the
sequences for all line configurations is conducted by
running beam-based variation model and calculating
evaluation index bjfor each sequence (Equation (5)). The
best sequence(s) are found by Max(bj ). The procedure is
implemented in FEM simulation software.
Generate DFC
graph of the
ki={2,... ,Np-Ns+l}.

where,

fi, and ij
are

the estimated vector of process

mean shift and covariance matrix of the KPCs for process
sequence j, respectively.
Evaluation index
A multivariate capability index MCpm, which considers
asymmetric tolerances, is selected in this paper to
evaluate assembly sequences [ I 71.

-

where CpVj

=

I

Generate all J sequences for all the line
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; n is the number of sample

simulation runs for sequence j, and n

/

'-I

0 ; (Eauation (5))

where, L is the 99.73% quantile of a X 2 distribution; 1.1
denotes the determinant; v is the total number of KPCs;
T(a)
is
the
gamma
function
defined
as
r ( a ) = ~ya-le-Ydy

Q
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Figure 5: The procedure of the quality-driven assembly
sequence planning.

(n - I ) =: Iwith a

kpSj
is a

target mean vector.
E+
In this paper, the assembly sequences are evaluated by
mean shifts fi, and variations ij
of KPCs. Then , the

3
INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY
The assembly process of the SUV side aperture,
discussed in Section 2, is used to illustrate the sequence
and line configuration evaluation results. All PLP input
tolerances are +
.0Imm. Part fabrication tolerances are
k2.0 mm at part-to-part joints. It is assumed that deviations
at the KCC points are normally distributed and all tolerance
limits correspond to their 60 values. NT-net simulations are
used for each sequence, and the covariance matrix and
mean shift vector of the four KPCs are obtained.
With number of parts Np = 4, three line configurations
shown below are evaluated and the results of their
evaluation is shown in Figure 6.

final evaluation index can be represented as:

Line 1: (Ns = 3, k l - k2 = k3 = 2)

large number of simulation runs The numerator

ratio of allowable process dispersion and simulated
process dispersion calculated for sequence j. That is, a
value of

kpgjgreater than 1 implies that the process has

smaller variation than allowed by the specification limits
within a certain confidence level. 0

i l D j <d measures

the closeness between the process mean and the target; a
larger 11bj indicates that the mean vector is closer to the

where

bj is the evaluation measure for sequence j.

Methodology of the quality-driven evaluation
The procedure of the QISP methodology for quality-driven
line configuration and sequence evaluation is shown in
Figure 5.
~ presented
}
for
All line configurations {kl, k2, ..., k ~ are
given number of parts Np, maximum allowed number of
station Ns, and maximum ki-ary assembly at each station i.
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Figure 6: Evaluation index values of the sequences for
the example of side aperture assembly.
The results show that assembly sequences as well as line
configurations affect significantly product dimensional
quality. Additionally, for each line configuration there exist
sequences which produce the best product quality. As
Figure 6 shows, the maximum value of

bj

(=1.1453)

happens at certain sequences of all the three line
configurations: (i) the sequence (((vl v2) v3) v4) of line 1, (ii)
the sequence ((vl vp vg) v4) of line 2, and (iii) the sequence
((vl v2) v3 v4) of line 3. Therefore, the QISP method can be
used in early design phases for line configuration and
sequence planning to improve product quality.

4 SUMMARY
This paper develops a methodology for quality-driven
sequence planning (QISP) which: (i) considers product
quality, (ii) can be applied at early product development
phase; and (iii) allows to generate sequences for any line
configuration with a generic k-ary assembly process.
The QIPS methodology considers selection of assembly
line configurations to obtain a set of robust assembly
systems which are less sensitive to part and tool variations.
The presented QIPS methodology is based on three steps:
(1) sequence generation approach for all possible line
configurations/layouts; (2) dimensional quality represented
as product variation propagation modeled using beambased model; and (3) evaluation of assembly sequences
and line configurations using the multivariate process
capability index.
The conducted simulations of one industrial case study
allowed to select three best assembly line configurations
and sequences.
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